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Real-time seismic data is a key indicator of a 

volcano’s active state, informing scientists and warning 

populations of pending volcanic activity. Volcanic 

acoustic signals can also be key indicators to major 

volcanic events, distributed as strong energy in the 

infra-sound range (< 20 Hz, undetectable by the human 

ear) [1]. Monitoring of volcanic activity, including 

infrasound, is critical to risk assessment, especially for 

populations where state-of-the-art technology is 

prohibitively expensive [2]. 

Characterization and prediction models of volcanoes 

have improved over the years; however, strategies for 

rapid deployment of in-situ telemetered sensors in 

volcanic regions have yet to be fully developed. At 

present, about half of the most threatening U.S. 

volcanoes are monitored at a basic level with real-time 

sensors (primarily seismic arrays), while only a few are 

monitored with a broad suite of modern instrument 

types and methods. Regardless of how well-monitored 

a specific volcano is, in times of pre- or syn-eruptive 

activity the physical deployment of seismic stations can 

be a hazardous endeavor. Having the ability to deploy 

seismic instruments efficiently and safely would 

enhance monitoring capability during volcanic crises. 

Through recent advancements in unmanned aerial 

vehicle (UAV) and unmanned aircraft system (UAS) 

technology, airborne installation of Deployed 

Untethered Swarm Trackers and Expendable Explorers 

(DUSTEE) will provide the USGS with a low-cost, 

rapid response seismic monitoring system for delivering 

real-time telemetry. This in turn will inform more 

accurate predictive geophysical models and improve 

public safety. DUSTEE is a multi-element lunar 

payload designed for in-flight deployment across an 

extraterrestrial surface. These low-mass payloads are 

designed to survive high impact forces during a 

spacecraft’s powered descent phase, accessing harsh 

and dangerous terrain unreachable by robotic and 

human exploration missions. The system’s swarm-

based communications mesh network supports an array 

of autonomous surface and subsurface capabilities, 

driving expansive regional coverage for remote data and 

telemetry across various science targets. These 

deployments also support the arrival of future assets, 

providing safety and security through the understanding 

of the local terrain and what it has to offer. 

Using locally measured seismic data from DUSTEE 

systems to characterize volcanic behavior will provide 

the USGS with a unique capability compared to other 

systems currently in use. Delivery of seismic sensors 

today is done by hand, which is dangerous, tiresome, 

and can also be fatal; the effort required to successfully 

achieve these feats is accompanied by significant risk 

during volcanic crises. By deploying these payloads 

from a UAV/UAS, USGS personnel will not only 

significantly reduce their exposure to volcanic hazards 

but will allow them access to remote site(s) either 

autonomously or via remote control from a safe 

location, allowing for a more rapid and cost-effective 

approach compared to today’s direct placement. 

Terrestrial application of DUSTEE technology is a 

major step forward in volcano monitoring by enabling 

the collection of real-time data in-situ in active volcanic 

regions. Field testing of the DUSTEE system, 

encompassing both in-flight deployment impact as well 

as collection and distribution of data across the payload 

swarm, will be key to maturing this technology ahead of 

a future demonstration on the lunar surface. Both 

volcanoes and the lunar surface are challenging and 

hostile operational environments, and DUSTEE’s 

success in these locations will prove that this same 

technology has the potential for a variety of terrestrial 

applications (e.g. landslides, earthquake aftershocks, 

sinkholes, cave collapses, etc.) and deep space missions 

(Mars, satellite moons, asteroids, comets, outer planets, 

etc.). 
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